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Data 

Shares Outstanding (m): 70.2 

Market Cap. (EURm): 362.9 

Enterprise Value (EURm): 794.4 

Free Float (%): 53.9% 

Av. Daily Trad. Vol. (m): 0.28 

Main Shareholder: 
Trevisani family 

50.2% 

Reuters/Bloomberg: TFI IM 

52-Week Range 4.8 
 

 

Performance 

 1m1m1m1m    3m3m3m3m    12m12m12m12m    

Absolute -13.3% 0.1% -45.6% 

Rel. to Mibtel -15.7% -15.2% -28.0% 
 

 

Financials 

((((EURmEURmEURmEURm))))    2010201020102010    2011E2011E2011E2011E 2012E2012E2012E2012E 

Revenues  952.9 1,007.6 1,055.0 

EBITDA  137.2 124.6 135.1 

Net Profit 46.3 28.1 35.4 

EPS  (EUR) 0.72 0.40 0.50 

CFPS (EUR) 1.42 1.11 1.23 

BVPS (EUR) 5.53 6.47 6.73 

DPS (EUR) 0.13 0.13 0.13 

 

 

Ratios 

 2010201020102010    2011E2011E2011E2011E 2012E2012E2012E2012E 

EBITDA margin 14.4% 12.4% 12.8% 

ROI 10.8% 8.6% 9.3% 

ROAE 14.1% 6.9% 7.6% 

Debt/Equity  1.1 0.8 0.7 

Debt/FCFF 6.6 -6.3 5.4 
 

 

Valuation 

 2010201020102010    2011E2011E2011E2011E 2012E2012E2012E2012E 

P/E (x) 14.7 12.9 10.2 

P/CF (x) 7.4 4.7 4.2 

P/BV (x) 1.9 0.8 0.8 

Dividend Yield 1.2% 2.5% 2.5% 

EV/Sales (x) 1.2 0.8 0.7 

EV/EBITDA (x) 8.1 6.4 5.5 

EV/CE (x) 1.5 0.9 0.9 

Source: Centrobanca estimates 
 

TREVITREVITREVITREVI    

Company Update Hold (from Buy) 

28 February 2012 MARKET PRICE:    EUREUREUREUR5.175.175.175.17            TARGET PRICE:    EUREUREUREUR5.505.505.505.50    (from EUR9.30)(from EUR9.30)(from EUR9.30)(from EUR9.30)    

Worsening margins in 4Q11Worsening margins in 4Q11Worsening margins in 4Q11Worsening margins in 4Q11    
 
We have lowered our rating to Hold (from Buy) with a new target 
price of EUR5.5 per share (from EUR9.3). This is due to an 
expected imminent pressure on margins, particularly in the 
special foundations divisions (Soilmec and Trevi), despite the 
positive sales trend and the sound order intake that the company 
is expected to report for 4Q11. We are worried that market 
conditions could remain tough this year with limited room to 
improve profitability and we have, therefore, reduced our EBITDA 
forecasts by 16% on average with a negative impact on the 
bottom line of 38% in 2011 and about 35% in 2012 and 2013. 
Our target price reduction also reflects a higher risk-free rate 
(now 5.5%) and a discount of 20% on our SOP value to reflect 
the lower visibility on margins. TreviÊs traditional premium to 
peers has changed to >20% discount. In our view this is justified 
by the poor cash flow generation and significant margin 
deterioration. 
 

> For the 4Q11 results (due on 23 March), we anticipate a sharp 

deterioration in the EBITDA margin despite the positive 

revenues trend (sales should exceed EUR1 billion in FY11, 

implying 7% growth in 4Q11). Margins are likely to have been 

affected by much stronger price pressure registered by Soilmec 

in November and December, particularly in India and China, by 

some delays in the Copenhagen project, which have increased 

start up costs, and by a technical problem for Petreven at one 

of its operating rigs, which reported a weaker profitability. 

Altogether, the EBITDA margin is expected to have declined to 

below 10% in 4Q11 vs. the 13.4% of the first nine months. 
 

> While oil activities should provide a safe haven for the 

company thanks to its entry in new markets and the launch of 

new products, the special foundations activities are facing 

tough market conditions in Italy and Europe, mounting 

competition form low cost countries (for Soilmec) and we 

expect a risk of fewer dam maintenance projects in the US. In 

addition, the average cost of debt could grow significantly with 

higher interest rates and the conversion of the bond last 

November. As a result, we have slashed our EBITDA forecasts 

by around 16%. Adding higher financial charges and taxes, our 

2011-13 bottom line estimates fall by 35% on average. 
 

> The catalysts that justified a significant premium to peers in the 

past, as well as TreviÊs superior revenues growth (7% vs. <4%) 

and higher EBITDA margins (14-15% compared with 10-12%), 

now seem over, and we expect no trigger for the share 

performance in the short term (we have not included any 

assumptions on the Mosul Dam). Hold rating adopted. 
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 Figure 1. Trevi – 4Q11 results preview 

While revenues should increase by over 7% While revenues should increase by over 7% While revenues should increase by over 7% While revenues should increase by over 7% yearyearyearyear----onononon----yearyearyearyear    in the quarter, mostly driven by Drilin the quarter, mostly driven by Drilin the quarter, mostly driven by Drilin the quarter, mostly driven by Drillmec, lmec, lmec, lmec, 
margins should deteriorate, due to mounting price pressure for Soilmec, higher start up costs for margins should deteriorate, due to mounting price pressure for Soilmec, higher start up costs for margins should deteriorate, due to mounting price pressure for Soilmec, higher start up costs for margins should deteriorate, due to mounting price pressure for Soilmec, higher start up costs for 
Trevi and a technical problem in one Trevi and a technical problem in one Trevi and a technical problem in one Trevi and a technical problem in one of PetrevenÊs rigsof PetrevenÊs rigsof PetrevenÊs rigsof PetrevenÊs rigs, which stopped production , which stopped production , which stopped production , which stopped production forforforfor    some weeks.  some weeks.  some weeks.  some weeks.  
New orders in the quarter should equal revenues New orders in the quarter should equal revenues New orders in the quarter should equal revenues New orders in the quarter should equal revenues lealealealeadidididing to a backlog at yearng to a backlog at yearng to a backlog at yearng to a backlog at year----end of >EUR1 end of >EUR1 end of >EUR1 end of >EUR1 
billion. billion. billion. billion. The net profit couldThe net profit couldThe net profit couldThe net profit could    also also also also bebebebe    penalised by a higher tax rate. Net debt should be close to penalised by a higher tax rate. Net debt should be close to penalised by a higher tax rate. Net debt should be close to penalised by a higher tax rate. Net debt should be close to 
EUR400 million, despite the cash in of EUR70 million for the bond conversion last NovemberEUR400 million, despite the cash in of EUR70 million for the bond conversion last NovemberEUR400 million, despite the cash in of EUR70 million for the bond conversion last NovemberEUR400 million, despite the cash in of EUR70 million for the bond conversion last November,,,,    due due due due 
to NWC absorption tied toto NWC absorption tied toto NWC absorption tied toto NWC absorption tied to    lower advance payments.lower advance payments.lower advance payments.lower advance payments. 

(EURm)(EURm)(EURm)(EURm)    4Q10A4Q10A4Q10A4Q10A    4Q114Q114Q114Q11EEEE    % Chg.% Chg.% Chg.% Chg.    

Sales 263.8 283.4 7.4% 

 o/w Trevi 111.0 113.8 2.6% 

 o/w Soilmec 68.3 66.6 -2.5% 

 o/w Petreven 21.8 22.9 4.9% 

 o/w Drillmec 77.5 86.1 11.1% 

EBITDAEBITDAEBITDAEBITDA    31.131.131.131.1    27.527.527.527.5    ----11.7%11.7%11.7%11.7%    

Margin (%)Margin (%)Margin (%)Margin (%)    11.8%11.8%11.8%11.8%    9.7%9.7%9.7%9.7%        

EBIT 18.5 10.4 -43.8% 

Margin (%) 7.0% 3.7%  

Net Result attrNet Result attrNet Result attrNet Result attributableibutableibutableibutable    11.611.611.611.6    4.14.14.14.1    ----65.1%65.1%65.1%65.1%    

Source: Centrobanca estimates 

 
 
Figure 2. Trevi – Revised estimates 

(EURm)(EURm)(EURm)(EURm)    2010A2010A2010A2010A    2011E2011E2011E2011E    2012E2012E2012E2012E    2013E2013E2013E2013E    

    OldOldOldOld    NewNewNewNew    OldOldOldOld    NewNewNewNew    OldOldOldOld    NewNewNewNew    

Total Sales 953 1.038 1.008 1.114 1.055 1.166 1.114 

% change    -3.0%  -5.3%  -4.5% 

EBITDAEBITDAEBITDAEBITDA    137137137137    146146146146    125125125125    163163163163    135135135135    179179179179    153153153153    

% change% change% change% change                ----14.8%14.8%14.8%14.8%        ----17.3%17.3%17.3%17.3%        ----14.5%14.5%14.5%14.5%    

Net Profit 46 45 28 59 35 74 52 

% change    -37.9%  -40.0%  -29.6% 

Net Debt 396 355 398 330 344 280 327 

% change    12.2%  4.2%  16.4% 

EPEPEPEPSSSS    0.720.720.720.72    0.640.640.640.64    0.400.400.400.40    0.840.840.840.84    0.500.500.500.50    1.051.051.051.05    0.740.740.740.74    

% change% change% change% change                ----37.9%37.9%37.9%37.9%        ----40.0%40.0%40.0%40.0%        ----29.6%29.6%29.6%29.6%    

Source: Company data, Centrobanca estimates 

 

 

Figure 3. Trevi – Target price 

We We We We havehavehavehave    applied a 20% discount to our SOP applied a 20% discount to our SOP applied a 20% discount to our SOP applied a 20% discount to our SOP valuationvaluationvaluationvaluation    to reflect the underperformance of Soilmec to reflect the underperformance of Soilmec to reflect the underperformance of Soilmec to reflect the underperformance of Soilmec 
and Treviand Treviand Treviand Trevi. Our DCF valuatio. Our DCF valuatio. Our DCF valuatio. Our DCF valuation n n n has a higher weight has a higher weight has a higher weight has a higher weight asasasas    we believe this method we believe this method we believe this method we believe this method better reflectsbetter reflectsbetter reflectsbetter reflects    the the the the 
long term prospects of the oil drilling long term prospects of the oil drilling long term prospects of the oil drilling long term prospects of the oil drilling businessbusinessbusinessbusiness,,,,    which which which which isisisis    still in a development phase (Petreven still in a development phase (Petreven still in a development phase (Petreven still in a development phase (Petreven only only only only 
started operations instarted operations instarted operations instarted operations in    2004 and Drillmec in 2000).2004 and Drillmec in 2000).2004 and Drillmec in 2000).2004 and Drillmec in 2000). 

Valuation methodValuation methodValuation methodValuation method    (EUR)(EUR)(EUR)(EUR)    % Weight% Weight% Weight% Weight    (EUR)(EUR)(EUR)(EUR)    

SOP 5.32 40.0% 2.13 

DCF 5.63 60.0% 3.38 

TARGET PRICETARGET PRICETARGET PRICETARGET PRICE            5.55.55.55.51111    

Current market price   5.17 

% upside (downside)   +6.5% 

Source: Centrobanca estimates 
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Figure 4. Trevi – Peer comparison 

After the After the After the After the sharp drop in the share price in tsharp drop in the share price in tsharp drop in the share price in tsharp drop in the share price in the pasthe pasthe pasthe past    week (week (week (week (----20%)20%)20%)20%),,,,    TreviTreviTreviTrevi    is trading at an average is trading at an average is trading at an average is trading at an average 
discount of 2discount of 2discount of 2discount of 23333% to the industry and at a 1% to the industry and at a 1% to the industry and at a 1% to the industry and at a 17777% % % % discountdiscountdiscountdiscount    to Bauer.to Bauer.to Bauer.to Bauer. 

    Market Cap.Market Cap.Market Cap.Market Cap.    P/EP/EP/EP/E    EV/EBITDAEV/EBITDAEV/EBITDAEV/EBITDA    EV/salesEV/salesEV/salesEV/sales    

    (EURm)(EURm)(EURm)(EURm)    201201201201
2222EEEE    

2012012012013333EEEE    2012012012012222EEEE    2012012012013333EEEE    2012012012012222EEEE    2012012012013333EEEE    

Bauer AG 440 12.1 x 8.6 x 6.0 x 5.4 x 0.81 x 0.81 x 

Keller Group PLC 323 13.4 x 11.0 x 4.9 x 4.6 x 0.32 x 0.31 x 

Saipem 16.711 16.0 x 13.9 x 8.3 x 7.1 x 1.47 x 1.29 x 

Technip 8.984 17.1 x 13.9 x 8.0 x 6.2 x 1.02 x 0.86 x 

National Oilwell Varco 26.993 14.2 x 12.2 x 7.3 x 5.9 x 1.75 x 1.49 x 

Caterpillar 55.818 12.2 x 10.3 x 6.7 x 5.8 x 1.12 x 0.99 x 

Astaldi  599 7.0 x 6.4 x 4.2 x 3.9 x 0.46 x 0.44 x 

Vinci  21.732 10.7 x 10.4 x 6.2 x 5.9 x 0.92 x 0.88 x 

Impreglio 1.048 13.2 x 10.7 x 6.2 x 6.0 x 0.74 x 0.70 x 

Maire Tecnimont 261 5.4 x 6.6 x 2.7 x 3.3 x 0.13 x 0.14 x 

MedianMedianMedianMedian        12.7 x12.7 x12.7 x12.7 x    10.5 x10.5 x10.5 x10.5 x    6.2 x6.2 x6.2 x6.2 x    5.8 x5.8 x5.8 x5.8 x    0.87 x0.87 x0.87 x0.87 x    0.83 x0.83 x0.83 x0.83 x    

TreviTreviTreviTrevi    363363363363    10.2 x10.2 x10.2 x10.2 x    7.0 x7.0 x7.0 x7.0 x    5.2 x5.2 x5.2 x5.2 x    4.5 x4.5 x4.5 x4.5 x    0.67 x0.67 x0.67 x0.67 x    0.62 x0.62 x0.62 x0.62 x    

Premium (discount)Premium (discount)Premium (discount)Premium (discount)        ----19.2%19.2%19.2%19.2%    ----33.8%33.8%33.8%33.8%    ----15.7%15.7%15.7%15.7%    ----22.6%22.6%22.6%22.6%    ----22.5%22.5%22.5%22.5%    ----25.3%25.3%25.3%25.3%    

Source: Factset, Centrobanca estimates 
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Income Statement        

(EURm)(EURm)(EURm)(EURm)    2010201020102010    2011E2011E2011E2011E    2012E2012E2012E2012E    2013E2013E2013E2013E    

Net Revenues 952.9 1,007.6 1,055.0 1,113.5 

EBITDA 137.2 124.6 135.1 152.8 

EBITDA margin 14.4% 12.4% 12.8% 13.7% 

EBIT 84.3 72.1 81.6 103.0 

EBIT margin 8.8% 7.2% 7.7% 9.3% 

Net financial income /expense -14.4 -17.0 -19.0 -17.0 

Associates & Others 0.2 -4.0 0.0 0.0 

Profit before taxes 70.1 51.1 62.6 86.0 

Taxes -24.5 -21.0 -25.0 -31.8 

Minorities & discountinued ops 0.7 -2.1 -2.1 -2.2 

Net Income 46.3 28.1 35.4 52.0 

Source: Centrobanca estimates 

 

Balance Sheet        

(EURm)(EURm)(EURm)(EURm)    2010201020102010    2011E2011E2011E2011E    2012E2012E2012E2012E    2013E2013E2013E2013E    

Net working capital 402.6 468.3 438.4 453.3 

Net Fixed assets 384.0 427.6 422.5 410.1 

M/L term funds -23.8 -23.3 -23.4 -23.9 

Capital employed 762.8 872.6 837.5 839.5 

Shareholders' equity 354.2 454.1 472.2 490.9 

Minorities 12.4 20.4 21.2 22.1 

Shareholders' funds 366.5 474.5 493.4 513.0 

Net financial position/(cash) 396.3 398.1 344.0 326.5 

Source: Centrobanca estimates 

 

Cash Flow Statement        

(EURm)(EURm)(EURm)(EURm)    2010201020102010    2011E2011E2011E2011E    2012E2012E2012E2012E    2013E2013E2013E2013E    

NFP Beginning of Period -443.8 -396.3 -398.1 -344.0 

Group Net Profit 46.3 28.1 35.4 52.0 

Minorities -0.7 2.1 2.1 2.2 

D&A 45.3 47.4 48.5 49.8 

Change in Funds & TFR 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 

Gross Cash Flow 91.1 77.8 86.2 104.1 

Change In Working Capital 10.0 -65.7 29.9 -14.9 

Other 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Operating Cash Flow 101.1 12.1 116.1 89.3 

Capex -41.2 -50.4 -52.7 -55.7 

Other Investments 0.0 -25.0 0.0 0.0 

Disposals 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Free Cash Flow 59.9 -63.3 63.3 33.6 

Dividends Paid -7.7 -8.3 -9.1 -15.9 

Other & Chg in Consolid. Area -4.8 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 

Chg in Net Worth & Capital Incr. 0.0 70.0 0.0 0.0 

Change in NFP 47.5 -1.8 54.1 17.5 

NFP End of Period -396.3 -398.1 -344.0 -326.5 

Source: Centrobanca estimates 
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Financial Ratios        

 2010201020102010    2011E2011E2011E2011E    2012E2012E2012E2012E    2013E2013E2013E2013E    

Net Margin 4.9% 2.8% 3.4% 4.7% 

ROE 14.1% 6.9% 7.6% 10.8% 

ROIC - after tax 6.8% 5.4% 5.9% 7.5% 

Net Fin. Debt/Equity 1.1 0.8 0.7 0.6 

Net Fin. Debt/EBITDA 2.9 3.2 2.5 2.1 

NOPAT 53.1 45.4 51.4 64.9 

ROACE 7.0% 5.6% 6.0% 7.7% 

Source: Centrobanca estimates 

 

Per Share Data        

(EUR)(EUR)(EUR)(EUR)    2010201020102010    2011E2011E2011E2011E    2012E2012E2012E2012E    2013E2013E2013E2013E    

EPS 0.72 0.40 0.50 0.74 

DPS 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.18 

Op. CFPS 1.58 0.17 1.65 1.27 

Free CFPS 0.94 -0.90 0.90 0.48 

BVPS 5.53 6.47 6.73 6.99 

Source: Centrobanca estimates 

 

Stock Market Ratios     

 2010201020102010    2011E2011E2011E2011E    2012E2012E2012E2012E    2013E2013E2013E2013E    

P/E 14.7 12.9 10.2 7.0 

P/OpCFPS 6.7 30.1 3.1 4.1 

P/Free CFPS 11.3 nm 5.7 10.8 

P/BVPS 1.9 0.8 0.8 0.7 

Div. Yield 1.2% 2.5% 2.5% 3.5% 

Free Cash Flow Yield 8.8% nm 17.5% 9.3% 

EV 1,115.3 794.4 740.5 723.2 

EV/Sales 1.2 0.8 0.7 0.6 

EV/EBITDA 8.1 6.4 5.5 4.7 

EV/EBIT 13.2 11.0 9.1 7.0 

EV/Capital Employed 1.5 0.9 0.9 0.9 

Source: Centrobanca estimates 

 

Growth Rates     

 2010201020102010    2011E2011E2011E2011E    2012E2012E2012E2012E    2013E2013E2013E2013E    

Growth Group Net Sales -8.0% 5.7% 4.7% 5.6% 

Growth EBITDA -24.5% -9.2% 8.4% 13.1% 

Growth EBIT -28.2% -14.4% 13.2% 26.3% 

Growth Net Profit -43.6% -39.4% 26.2% 46.8% 

Source: Centrobanca estimates 
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 Disclaimer 
 

Analyst Declaration 

The analyst who prepared this report, and whose name and role appear on the front page, certifies that: 

a. the views expressed on the Company mentioned herein accurately reflects his personal views. It does not 
represent the views or opinions of the management of Centrobanca or any other company in or affiliated to the 
UBI Group. It is possible that individuals employed by Centrobanca, or any other company in or affiliated to the 
UBI Group, may disagree with the views expressed in this report; 

b. no direct or indirect compensation has been or will be received in exchange for any views expressed; 
c. the analyst does not own shares of the Company; 
d. neither the analyst nor any member of the analyst’s household serves as an officer, director or advisory board 

member of the Company; 
e. the analyst does not receive bonuses, salaries, or any other form of compensation that is based upon specific 

investment banking transactions. 

 

About Centrobanca 

This document has been prepared by Centrobanca Spa (“Centrobanca”), a bank authorized by the Bank of Italy to provide 
investment services pursuant to Article 1, Paragraph 5, letter a), b), c), c-bis), e) and f) of Legislative Decree, 24 February 
1998, n° 58. Centrobanca belongs to the UBI Group. 

 

General warning 

This document is for information purposes only. This document is not, nor may it be construed, to constitute, an offer for sale or 
subscription of or a solicitation of any offer to buy or subscribe for any securities issued or to be issued by the Company. The 
recipient should conduct his own investigations and analysis of the Company and securities referred to in this document and 
make his own investment decisions without undue reliance on its contents. Neither Centrobanca, nor any other company of the 
UBI Group, nor any of its directors, managers, officers or employees, accepts any liability whatsoever (in negligence or 
otherwise), and accordingly no liability whatsoever shall be assumed by, or shall be placed on, Centrobanca, or any other 
company of the UBI Group, or any of its directors, managers, officers or employees, for any loss howsoever arising from any use 
of this document or its contents or otherwise arising in connection with this document. 
The information provided and the opinions expressed in this document are based upon information and data provided to the 
public by the Company or news otherwise public and refers to the date of publication of the document. The sources (press 
publications, financial statements, current and periodic release, as well as meetings and telephone conversations with Company 
representatives) are believed to be reliable and in good faith, but no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by 
Centrobanca as to their accuracy, completeness or correctness. Any opinions, forecasts or estimates contained herein constitute 
a judgement as at the date of this document, and there can be no assurance that the future results of the Company and/or 
any future events will be consistent with any such opinions, forecasts or estimates. Any information herein is subject to change, 
update or amendment without notice by Centrobanca subsequent to the date of this document, with no undertaking by 
Centrobanca to notify the recipient of this document of such change, update or amendment. 

 

Organizational and administrative arrangements to prevent conflicts of interests 

Centrobanca maintains procedures and organizational mechanisms (physical and non-physical barriers designed to restrict the 
flow of information between Equity Research Unit and the other areas/departments of Centrobanca) to prevent and 
professionally manage conflicts of interest in relation to investment research. For further information please see Centrobanca’s 
website (www.centrobanca.it) “Meccanismi organizzativi ed amministrativi posti in essere per prevenire ed evitare conflitti di 
interesse in rapporto alle Ricerche”. 

 

Disclosure of potential conflicts of interest 

The outcome of the checks carried out is reported below: 
 

> A conflict of interest exists for the UBI Group inasmuch as it holds business relations with TREVI - FINANZIARIA 
INDUSTRIALE Spa. 

 
 

On the basis of the checks carried out no other conflict of interest arose. 

 

Frequency of updates 

Centrobanca aims to provide continuous coverage of the companies in conjunction with the timing of periodical accounting 
reports and any exceptional event that occurs affecting the issuer’s sphere of operations and in any case at least twice per 
year. The companies for which Centrobanca acts as Sponsor or Specialist are covered in compliance with regulations of the 
market authorities. For further information please refer to Centrobanca’s website www.centrobanca.it. 

 

Valuation methodology 

The Centrobanca’s analysts value the Company subject to their recommendations using several methods among which the 
most prevalent are: the Discounted Cash Flow method (DCF), the Economic Value Added method (EVA), the Value map 
method, the Multiple comparison method.  

For further information please refer to Centrobanca’s website www.centrobanca.it. 
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Ranking system 

The Centrobanca’s analysts use an “absolute” rating system, not related to market performance. The explanation of the rating 
system is listed below: 
 

Buy: if the target price is 10% higher than the market price. 
Hold: if the target price is 10% below or 10% above the market price. 
Sell: if the target price is 10% lower than the market price. 
 

Target price: the market price that the analyst believes that the share may reach within a one-year time horizon. 
Market price: closing price on the day before the issue date of the report, appearing on the first page. 

 

Distribution 

This document is being distributed by electronic and ordinary mail to “Professional Clients” and “Eligible Counterparties”.  
This document may be distributed in the USA by a United States Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) registered 
broker dealer.  
This document may not be distributed in Canada, Japan or Australia. 

 

Copyright 

This document is being supplied solely for the recipient’s information and may not be reproduced, redistributed or passed on, 
directly or indirectly to any other person or published, in whole or in part, for any purpose without prior written consent by 
Centrobanca. 
The  copyright and intellectual property rights on the data are owned by UBI Group, unless otherwise indicated. The data, 
information, opinions and valuations contained in this document may not be subject to further distribution or reproduction, in 
any form or via any means, even in part, unless expressly consented by Centrobanca. 
By accepting this document the recipient agrees to be bound by all of the forgoing provisions. 

 

Distribution of ratings 

For further information regarding quarterly rating statistics and descriptions, please refer to Centrobanca’s website 
www.centrobanca.it. 
 

 

 

Historical recommendations and target prices 

DateDateDateDate    RatingRatingRatingRating    TPTPTPTP    (EUR)(EUR)(EUR)(EUR)    MKT PriceMKT PriceMKT PriceMKT Price    (EUR)(EUR)(EUR)(EUR)    

18/09/2010 Buy 11.00 8.50 

29/03/2011 Buy 11.00 9.22 

19/05/2011 Hold 10.90 10.80 

22/09/2011 Buy 9:30 7.80 

 

 

 

 


